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The Greater Stockgrove
Bat Map

BatMap HQ, where we
got BARB BADGES!

Leanne Townsend,
South Lancs. Bat Group

In August 2014, I had the pleasure of
meeting Bob and Jude at BatTRACK
in Wytham Woods. One of the first
conversations we had in the early
hours of Sunday morning was
about... barbastelles. Why? Because
another team had netted four of the
elusive little critters and I didn’t get
there in time to see them. *sad face*
But all was not lost – Bob and Jude
told me of a place where barbastelles
were aplenty (well, more likely to be
encountered than up in’t north).
Bedfordshire! Bob said (I
paraphrase) ‘come down, see our
barbs!’ Several other SLBG members
overhead this and thus began the
plans for BatMap.
And then after many, many months
of counting down the big day
FINALLY arrived. Hurrah!! Packed,
ready and raring to leave at 6am on
Saturday, I collected Colleen and we
began our long anticipated road trip
to batty Beds. Fortunately, we left
the rain where it belonged, in
Manchester, and once our tents were
up (following much hilarity) and the
military operation of arranging car
seats was finished (no hilarity, much
sulking), we from SLBG made our
(fashionably late) appearance at
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We then joined the bat
box checks (after Nicky
came to collect us from
our wanderings) but after several
boxes, no bats. More boxes, still no
bats. Mild panic ensued. Until, a
pip! Hurrah! But, the best box was
saved until last (no suspicions here...)
– it had 16 brown long eared bats in it
(my
recently
demoted,
now
second
favourite
species).
We got on
with

processing (and photographing)
these and
then headed
back to HQ
for the day’s
talks.
There was a
minor
crossover
with tea (or
dinner,
depending on
which side of
the border
you’re from)
so an
occasional

mishearing of ‘we have had
recordings of cheese burger and
chips! at Stockgrove in recent years’
and the like but we keen-eared bat
workers know how to tune in and
out now (the actual word was

Leisler’s by the way...
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congratulations on the subsequent
appearance of one).
Then we had Justin Tilley from
Natural England, who talked to us
about the area and its conservation
status, and Phil, who gave us an
exciting history of the site and its
bats.
Lastly (but by no means lastly) Bob
gave us an introduction to BatMap
and the areas we were interested in.
Then, on to the most exciting part...
the trapping. Teams were allocated,
gear was collected and the various
bodies marched into the woods
(without delay).
After the usual ‘where’s and how
to’s’ about traps and nets, the sun
went down and we waited - we
being me, SLBG’s Steve, and Phil and
Manuel. Our neighbouring team
was also half SLBG (Fee and Colleen,
with Antonio and Laura) and we
spent the first part of the evening
backwards and forwards to traps and
nets, still waiting.
Then, finally, a bat appeared in one
of our mist nets. I went to retrieve it,
getting close enough to see it was a
Natterer’s before Steve came out of
the woods saying ‘there’s a bat down
there you will want to see.’ Before
that sentence was finished I’d
changed direction and was swiftly
making my way to said bat, shouting
instructions to Steve to retrieve our
bat. On reaching Fee et. al. I saw
Bob, and then I saw the barbastelle
he was holding. A BARBASTELLE!
She was a right beauty. And a mum
(baby barbastelles!). After much
awing over her beautifully sleek and
shiny fur, ridiculous ears and cute
little face, many photos were taken
(through which she sat calmly) and
we had a cuddle before she
continued her tour with Bob. As if
my bat wishes hadn’t come true
already, we also caught two
barbastelles of our own! Equally as
beautiful, equally as photographed. I
processed and released one of them
(also a mum, more baby
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barbastelles!) and watched her fly off

the other bats, and an adder).
On Day 2, we had a guided tour of
the area and checked some bat boxes.
Nobody was home, but Brian (one of
ours) found a new tree roost (he’s
very good at that) with a pip in,
though s/he had moved before
everyone else got to see. Maybe s/he
was a bit shy. Brian was seen
striking a pose next to his find (for
photographic reasons, obviously).

to find her family. We caught some
other bats after that (included a
Brandt’s, which Bob radio tagged)
and some BLEs, possibly some others
but admittedly I
was slightly
distracted by the
barbastelles by
this point). But,
all good things
must end and so
following a drop
in temperature,
we packed up
and headed back
to HQ to talk
about the
barbastelles (and

Then we returned to HQ for a picnic
and ate and talked and ate some
more (certainly SLBG did). SLBG
bought a thank you gift for Bob, Jude
and BBG – a barbastelle cake – which
I very briefly presented (I had been
en route to Steve to get him to do
this, but my not-so-sly plan was
foiled by Antonio) and which was
very skilfully cut around the
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barbastelle. I was asked what
would’ve happened to the cake if we
hadn’t caught any barbastelles, to
which the answer was along the lines
of “presented it, finishing with ‘and
this is what you could’ve had!’ and
then eating it in commiseration with
South Lancs.”
In the afternoon, the teams
converged on their respective areas
to find potential trapping spots.
Nothing quite stands out in public
more than 40 bat workers parading
around with hi-vis vests on,
occasionally sticking duct tape to
trees.
Before trapping that evening, we
reconvened and went to eat at the
pub – where else but the aptly
named Flying Fox (slightly
disappointing to see it was actually a
fox, flying). More eating, talking,
photo-ing and planning before
returning to HQ and divvying up
gear. Our team was actually a
superteam (combined leadership of
Fee and Steve) to cover more ground,
and after setting up there was much
entertainment (I’ll leave this you
your imaginations) and bat catching.
A good variety, but no barbastelles
for us this evening. Other teams did
catch barbastelles though, which I
think brought the total up to 13 for
the weekend Overall, BatMap was a
hugely successful and highly
enjoyable weekend. I went with the
expectation of one barbastelle, if we
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were lucky, but to catch 13 was,
frankly, fabulous. And to tag a
Brandt’s(and find its roost, albeit
after SLBG left) – even better!
I think I can speak for the whole of
SLBG in extending MASSIVE thanks
to BBG, and especially Bob and Jude.
A huge thank you also to all the team
leaders, everyone that attended and
the site staff who all collectively
helped make the weekend what it
was for us.
A special, personal thank you from
me as well though to Bob and Jude;
BatMap has been one of my favourite
bat events so far, not only because of

very long time (including those who
were there). I can only guess at the
organisational effort that must’ve
gone into the weekend, but hope that
the extreme gratitude and excitement
from me (and us) made it worth it,
until the day SLBG can return the
favour (although, I haven’t seen a
Leisler’s yet, and you do have them
now... But I’ll just leave that there).

Photos Jude Hirstwood, Bob
Cornes, Gill Clough, Gwen
Hitchcock. Danny Fellman, Angie
Cornwell

the barbastelles, but the people and
the place (and the other bats), which
together will be a lifelong memory
and a story I will bore people with
for
a
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